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rev fr Afmichaelichael T irvin of the russian orthodox greek
catholic churchychurch diocese of sitka and alaska box 697 sitka
alaska 99835 wrote a guest editorial in orthodox alaska a pub-
licationli of the diocese printed six times a year the following ex-
cerpt is reprintedreprintedfromfrom the guest editorial in which fr irvin wrote
about harmony with nature of alaskasalanskas native people

the native was almost universally conceived by the non-
nativenative to be ignorant savage superstitious hopelessly primitive and
barbarian one particular facet of native culture which has until
this day escaped the understanding of most non natives is that spe-
cial relationship which exists between the native and the natural
world in which he lives the native hasanhas an awe for the world an at-
titude which expresses itself in respect and love

examples easily come to mind of this unique relationrelationshipshiB and
can be found among all the native peoples of alaska among the
tlingit their totemic emblems are themselves expressions of the
oneness which these people feel with the natural world in the old
tradition their young were taught a quiet and reverent respect for
all forms of life for they understood that they shared the same life
with all living things

the eskimos express their own particular sense of oneness with
that harsh land which they love so strongly in the chants which
they sing to the animals of the hunt as they search for them on the
seas these chants call to the whale or sea lion or walrus to come
and feed them and their families expressing at the same time their
own gratitude to the animals for the food housing fuel and
clothing they provide

these people do not despoil the land and then cast it aside as so
much garbage they live on the land and off it they realize very
well that the ruin of the land is their own death they respect the
land they love it and because of that the land is allowed to flour-
ish and they survive

now facing the reality of what we have done to the good
earth we have come full circle and it is time for we who thought
that we knew all things to learn from those whom we have despised
as simple and uneducated our technology will never be able to re-
turn to us what we shall destroy just as it can never return to us
what we have already obliterated and exterminated only the simple
understanding of these people who have lived for centuries upon
centuries upon their mother the land will create a new context in
which we might learn to widely subdue the earth
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